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Beyond cutting edge, Scott Mueller goes where no computer book author has gone before--right past all the warranty stickers, the hidden screws, and the fear factor to produce a real owner's manual that every laptop owner should have on his desk.  This book shows the upgrades users can perform, the ones that are better left to the manufacturer, and how to use add-on peripherals to make the most of a laptop. The CD contains one-of-a-kind video showing just what's inside a portable PC.  For readers who have ever wondered what goes on inside their portable PC, how to upgrade/repair the portable PC or how to live on the road with it, this is the one must-have book of the year!  

       About the Author
   Scott Mueller is the most trusted, authoritative hardware voice in the industry. In addition to teaching hardware repair to more than 10,000 computer professionals and enthusiasts, he has sold more than 2 million copies of Upgrading and Repairing PCs, making him a world-renowned hardware author and his book a classic. Scott has taught hardware repair to a host of agencies in the U.S. and foreign governments, and corporations in the United States, Canada, Australia and Europe. Scott also is a feature writer for Maximum PC, the industry leading PC hardware magazine. The most recent edition of Upgrading and Repairing PCs (16th) published in Sept. 2004.     
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Creating Web Pages For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Share photos and video online with friends and family
Take advantage of free tools, find out about Web design, and get interactive     

Okay, you've taken that deep breath and are ready to jump into Web page creation. Before you get hopelessly tangled in all the possibilities, dive into this book! You'll start with free and easy tools,...
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iPhone Open Application Development: Write Native Applications Using the Open Source Tool ChainO'Reilly, 2008

	
		"Great for beginners -- even if you don't know object-oriented programming, you can learn from examples on the 'Net and be on your way very soon. You will be able to confidently build apps that rival the ones included by Apple itself."-- Josh Content, iPhone Developer

		

		Developers everywhere are...
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Biology of the Arterial Wall (Basic Science for the Cardiologist)Springer, 1999
`... a timely, complete and useful review of the  arterial wall in states of health and disease. This is the first book  that I am aware of that covers recent advances in such a thorough  manner under a single cover. Although the editors have aimed it at  clinicians and researchers, it will be more valuable to the...
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Zenoss Core 3.x Network and System MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2011

	A step-by-step guide to configuring, using, and adapting this free Open Source network monitoring system Designed to quickly acquaint you with the core feature so you can customize Zenoss Core to your needs Discover, manage, and monitor IT resources Build custom event-processing and alerting rules Write custom device reports to extract,...
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Dirty Little Secrets of World War II: Military Information No One Told You...Harper Perennial, 1996

	Dirty Little Secrets of World War II  exposes the dark, irreverent, misunderstood, and often tragicomic aspects of military operations during World War II, many of them virtually unknown even to military buffs. Like its successful predecessor, Dirty Little Secrets, Dunnigan and Nofi's new book vividly brings to life all...
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Red Hat RHCSA/RHCE 7 Cert Guide: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 (EX200 and EX300) (Certification Guide)Pearson Education, 2015

	Red Hat RHCSA/RHCE 7 Cert Guide contains proven study features that allow you to succeed on the exam the first time. Best-selling author and top Linux consultant Sander van Vugt shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness to improve both your conceptual knowledge and...
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